Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Let us recall the concept of extended negatively dependent (END) random variables which was introduced by Liu \[[@CR1]\].

Definition 1.1 {#FPar1}
--------------
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                \begin{document}$M\geq1$\end{document}$. If the dominating coefficient *M* is 1, then END random variables reduce to NOD random variables which contain NA random variables and NSD random variables (see Joag-Dev and Proschan \[[@CR2]\], Hu \[[@CR3]\] and Wang *et al.* \[[@CR4]\]). Various examples of NA random variables and related fields can be found in Bulinski and Shaskin \[[@CR5]\], Prakasa Rao \[[@CR6]\], Oliveira \[[@CR7]\] and the references therein. In view of the importance of END random variables, many researchers pay attention to the study of END. For example, Liu \[[@CR1], [@CR8]\] studied the precise large deviations and moderate deviations of END sequence with heavy tails; Chen *et al.* \[[@CR9]\] obtained strong law of large numbers of END sequence and gave some applications to the risk theory and renewal theory; Shen \[[@CR10]\] obtained some moment inequalities of END sequence; Wang *et al.* \[[@CR11]\] and Hu *et al.* \[[@CR12]\] investigated the complete convergence for END sequences; Wang *et al.* \[[@CR13]\] and Yang *et al.* \[[@CR14]\] investigated the nonparametric regression model under END errors; Yang *et al.* \[[@CR15]\] obtained some large deviation results of nonlinear regression models under END errors; Wang *et al.* \[[@CR16]\] established some exponential inequality for *m*-END sequence; Deng *et al.* \[[@CR17]\] studied the Hajek-Renyi-type inequality and strong law of large numbers for END sequences, etc. Furthermore, there are many works on the negatively dependent random variables. For example, Wang *et al.* \[[@CR18]\] studied the complete convergence for WOD random variables and gave the application to the estimator of nonparametric regression models; Wu *et al.* \[[@CR19]\] obtained some results of complete convergence and complete moment convergence for weighted sums of *m*-NA random variables; Yang and Hu \[[@CR20]\] investigated the complete moment convergence of pairwise NQD random variables; Shen *et al.* \[[@CR21]\] investigated the strong law of large numbers for NOD random variables; Li *et al.* \[[@CR22]\] obtained some results of inverse moment for WOD random variables, etc.

In addition, there are many researchers paying attention to the study of the properties of partial sums of randomly weighted random variables. For example, Thanh and Yin \[[@CR23]\] established the complete convergence of partial sums of randomly weighted independent sequences in Banach spaces; Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\] investigated complete convergence of partial sums of randomly weighted *ρ̃*-mixing sequences; Cabrera *et al.* \[[@CR25]\] and Shen *et al.* \[[@CR26]\] investigated the conditional convergence for partial sums of randomly weighted dependent random variables; Yang *et al.* \[[@CR27]\] and Yao and Lin \[[@CR28]\] obtained the complete convergence and moment of maximum normed based on the randomly weighted martingale differences; Han and Xiang \[[@CR29]\] obtained the complete moment convergence of double-indexed randomly weighted sums of *ρ̃*-mixing sequences; Li *et al.* \[[@CR30]\] studied the convergence of partial sums of randomly weighted pairwise NQD sequences, etc.

We aim to investigate the complete convergence of partial sums of randomly weighted END sequences. Some results of complete moment convergence, complete convergence and strong law of large numbers for this dependent structure are obtained. As an application, we study the convergence of state observers of linear-time-invariant systems. We extend some results of Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\], Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\] and Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] to the case of randomly weighted END sequences. For the details, see our results in Sections [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, and the conclusions in Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Some lemmas and proofs of main results are presented in Sections [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, respectively.

Some lemmas {#Sec2}
===========

Lemma 2.1 {#FPar2}
---------

Liu \[[@CR8]\]
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Remark 2.1 {#FPar3}
----------
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                \begin{document}$\{Z_{n},n\geq1\}$\end{document}$ is also an END sequence with the same dominating coefficient *M*.

Lemma 2.2 {#FPar4}
---------
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---------
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The complete convergence for partial sums of randomly weighted END sequences {#Sec3}
============================================================================
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Theorem 3.1 {#FPar7}
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Theorem 3.2 {#FPar8}
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Theorem 3.3 {#FPar9}
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Remark 3.1 {#FPar11}
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                \begin{document}$\beta\geq1$\end{document}$ and obtain the results of Theorems [3.1](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}-[3.4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. Generally, we extend the results of Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\] and Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] to the case of randomly weighted END sequences.

The application to linear-time-invariant systems {#Sec4}
================================================

As an application of Theorem [3.3](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, we study the convergence of the state observers of linear-time-invariant systems in this section.
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Assumption 4.1 {#FPar12}
--------------

The system ([4.1](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) is observable, *i.e.*, the observability matrix $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 4.1 {#FPar14}
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Remark 4.1 {#FPar15}
----------
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                \begin{document}$\beta=1$\end{document}$ for any *q*. Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\] obtained ([4.11](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) for constant weighted *ρ̃*-mixing errors (see Theorem 4 of Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\]). Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\] extended the result of Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\] to randomly weighted *ρ̃*-mixing errors (see Theorem 4.1 of Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\]). Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] obtained the result ([4.11](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) for the case of constant weighted martingale differences (see Theorem 11 of Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\]). Generally, our Theorem [4.1](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} generalize the results of Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\], Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\] and Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] to the case of randomly weighted END errors.

Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

In this paper, we investigate the complete convergence of partial sums of randomly weighted END random variables. Some results of complete moment convergence, complete convergence and strong law of large numbers for this dependent structure are presented (see our Theorems [3.1](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}-[3.4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}). As an application of Theorem [3.3](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, we study the convergence of the state observers of linear-time-invariant systems and obtain the result of the strong law of large numbers for the systems (see our Theorem [4.1](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}). Therefore, we extend some results of Thanh *et al.* \[[@CR24]\], Wang *et al.* \[[@CR31]\] and Yang *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] to the case of randomly weighted END sequences. Furthermore, END random variables contain NA random variables, NOD random variables and NSD random variables, so the results obtained in this paper hold true for these negatively dependent random variables.

The proofs of main results {#Sec6}
==========================
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Proof of Theorem [3.1](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar16}
----------------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$ H_{12}\leq\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{\alpha p-1-\alpha}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert I\bigl( \vert X \vert >n^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr]\leq CE \vert X \vert ^{p}< \infty. $$\end{document}$$ Combining ([6.1](#Equ24){ref-type=""}) with ([6.3](#Equ26){ref-type=""})-([6.7](#Equ30){ref-type=""}), we can get ([3.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) immediately. Moreover, by ([3.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) and Remark 2.6 of Sung \[[@CR33]\], for every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [3.2](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar17}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} H^{*}_{12} =&\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{\alpha p-1-q\alpha}\sum_{i=1}^{n} E\bigl[ \vert X \vert ^{q}I\bigl((i-1)^{\alpha}< \vert X \vert \leq i^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr] \\ =&\sum_{i=1}^{\infty}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert ^{q}I\bigl((i-1)^{\alpha}< \vert X \vert \leq i^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr] \sum_{n=i}^{\infty}n^{\alpha p-1-q\alpha} \\ \leq&C_{1}\sum_{i=1}^{\infty}E \bigl[ \vert X \vert ^{p} \vert X \vert ^{q-p}I \bigl((i-1)^{\alpha}< \vert X \vert \leq i^{\alpha}\bigr) \bigr]i^{\alpha p-q\alpha} \\ \leq& C_{1}E \vert X \vert ^{p}< \infty. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ By the proof of ([6.3](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), one has $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [3.3](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar18}
----------------------------------------------
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Proof of Theorem [3.4](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar19}
-----------------------------------------------

Similar to the proof of Theorem [3.1](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}, by Lemma [2.3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}, we can check that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] &\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta}E\Biggl( \Biggl\vert \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_{ni}X_{i} \Biggr\vert -\varepsilon n^{\alpha} \Biggr)^{+} \\ &\quad \leq C_{1}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta-\alpha}E\Biggl\vert \sum_{i=1}^{n} \bigl[A_{ni}X_{ni}-E(A_{ni}X_{ni})\bigr] \Biggr\vert ^{2} \\ &\qquad {}+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta}E \Biggl\vert \sum_{i=1}^{n}A_{ni}\tilde {X}_{ni} \Biggr\vert +\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta} \Biggl\vert \sum_{i=1}^{n}E(A_{ni}X_{ni}) \Biggr\vert \\ &\quad :=Q_{1}+Q_{2}+Q_{3}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ By the proof of ([6.3](#Equ26){ref-type=""}), it follows that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} Q_{2} \leq&3\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert I\bigl( \vert X \vert >n^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr] =3\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1}\sum_{m=n}^{\infty}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert I\bigl(m< \vert X \vert ^{1/\alpha}\leq m+1\bigr)\bigr] \\ =&3\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert I\bigl(m< \vert X \vert ^{1/\alpha}\leq m+1\bigr)\bigr]\sum _{n=1}^{m}n^{-1} \\ \leq&C_{1}\sum_{m=1}^{\infty}\log m E \vert X \vert I\bigl(m< \vert X \vert ^{1/\alpha}\leq m+1\bigr)] \leq C_{2}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert \log \vert X \vert \bigr]< \infty . \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Similarly, by the proof of ([6.4](#Equ27){ref-type=""}), one has $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ Q_{3}\leq C_{1}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert I\bigl( \vert X \vert >n^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr]\leq C_{2}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert \log \vert X \vert \bigr]< \infty . $$\end{document}$$ Moreover, by the proof of ([6.5](#Equ28){ref-type=""}), we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] Q_{1} &\leq C_{1}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta-\alpha}\sum_{i=1}^{n}E(A_{ni}X_{ni})^{2}=C_{1} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\beta-\alpha}\sum _{i=1}^{n}EA^{2}_{ni}EX^{2}_{ni} \\ &\leq C_{2}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{-1-\alpha}E\bigl[X^{2}I\bigl( \vert X \vert \leq n^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr]+C_{3}\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}n^{\alpha-1} P\bigl( \vert X \vert >n^{\alpha}\bigr) \\ &\leq C_{2}\sum_{i=1}^{\infty}E \bigl[X^{2}I\bigl((i-1)^{\alpha}< \vert X \vert \leq i^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr] \sum_{n=i}^{\infty}n^{-1-\alpha}+C_{4}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert \log \vert X \vert \bigr] \\ &\leq C_{5}\sum_{i=1}^{\infty}E \bigl[X^{2}I\bigl((i-1)^{\alpha}< \vert X \vert \leq i^{\alpha}\bigr)\bigr]i^{-\alpha}+C_{4}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert \log \vert X \vert \bigr] \\ &\leq C_{6}E \vert X \vert +C_{5}E\bigl[ \vert X \vert \log \vert X \vert \bigr]< \infty. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ So, by ([6.16](#Equ39){ref-type=""})-([6.19](#Equ42){ref-type=""}), ([3.9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) holds. In addition, by ([3.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [4.1](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar20}
-----------------------------------------------
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